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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editors

All the revisions suggested in your email from the Editorial Office have been made as follows:

1. Title format changed to approved format.

2. Summary replaced with a Discussion section in my Abstract.

3. Date the study was registered with trial registration number provided at the end of the Abstract.

4. Ethics approval information provided in Methods section as well as statement that the trial is conducted according to Helsinki Declaration.

5. A Trial Status section is provided after the Discussion.

6. A list of abbreviations used and their meanings is provided after the Trial Status section.

7. Authors’ Contributions section is revised.
8. Acknowledgements section has been added at the end of the manuscript before the reference list.

I hope and trust that the manuscript now conforms to the Trials Journal approved format but please do not hesitate to let me know should you require any further information.

Kind regards

Dr Sheraz Nazir
(On behalf of the submitting authors).